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 Kees was born in 1919 in Zhandaam, near Amsterdam. His parents were hardworking and had 
somewhat socialist beliefs that you had to care for others. His mother was clever; once hid his father’s 
papers when the Nazis came to the house. He was interested in nature and belonged to a youth run 
nature program by 14. His father was the vice director of a labor-based newspaper that employed 200, 
half of them Jewish. When the boss committed suicide, his father became the boss under a Nazi. When 
they fired all the Jews, his father founded another publishing firm and only hired Jews.  
 When the Nazis began to register everyone, and Jews got cards that identified them with a “J’, 
Kees youth group began to work helping Jews. They were galvanized when one day a Nazi was 
murdered in the Jewish quarter, and the Nazis took 200 Jewish men and murdered them. At this time 
all Jews had to live in Amsterdam. Kees and group forged identity cards for a while and then stole some 
regular cards to be used by the Jews. They also arranged to hide Jews in places mostly outside 
Amsterdam No one realized that this time would last for four years.  Kees fled into North Ostpolder 
when all Dutch young men were being sent to fight in Germany. He did hard labor and lost contact with 
the organization. Since he was young and had no ties he was able to take risk finding hiding places for 
Jews. He recalls that not everyone could take the isolation of hiding; one young woman ran away from 
her solitary hiding place and was caught.  He said most of the Dutch that helped hide the Jews were 
simple folk. Even in 1945 they didn’t really know about the gas chambers.  
 Kees stated he despises the nation of Germany but not individuals. It took him 25 years after 
the was to visit Germany He mentioned the horror of hearing about 25 young Dutch children that were 
taken to a camp near Hamburg and hanging them. He thinks the Germans have a high obedience to 
authority, unlike the Dutch, and believes that we should all have critical thinking in confronting 
authority. 
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